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And Suddenly is a 3 foot high by almost 4 foot wide collage on paper by Kathryn
DeMarco. Torn and cut pieces of printed material mostly have straight edges but
are not square. The strips of paper might be very narrow and only a few inches
long or the size of a large postcard along with every shape and size in between.
Some pieces of paper show identifiable objects like stairs, ants, advertising text,
street signs or people. Others only have tonal variations.
From left to right a bottom half of a bed juts from the left side of the frame. It
extends just past the center of the collage and fills the space from the bottom to a
narrow strip across the top of the piece. Next, at the bottom of the bed is a low
black rectangular table. It runs almost vertical. Next in the top right corner of the
collage is a round receptacle. It has horizontal rims top and bottom and widely
spaced staves, or upright supports. These inanimate objects are all in monotone

white, grays and black. The bed is light in tone. The table and its surroundings
are very dark.
On the bed are a pair of bare beige and tan legs resting horizontally. The top of
the thighs start at the left edge of the collage and the toes dangle over the table
at the bottom of the bed. The legs are crossed at the ankles; the toenails are
red. On the bottom corner of the bed just below the center of the collage is a cat.
It stands sideways, tail on the left. It’s face is turned toward us. It is brown and
orange with white on its nose, chest and paws. It has black stripes across its tail.
The bed, bare legs and cat are mostly made up of pieces of paper with
unidentifiable images. The floor space surrounding the table and receptacle is
mostly made up of pieces of paper with photos of people.
This description was brought to you by Jan Tu, an audio describer with Arts
Access, a North Carolina nonprofit that works to make the arts accessible to
children and adults with disabilities.

